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Giving patients the “looked-after” effect



ADP Architect’s Map of The Emergency Department



The Looked After Effect



An Organising Principle



Investigating the organising principle.



The Design Council’s Reducing Violence and aggression in A&E

Investigating the organising principle.



Investigating the organising principle.



Investigating the organising principle.



Patients feel less anxious if they understand where they are, 
and have a clear idea of what they are going to experience.

Investigating the organising principle.



The final organising principle.

Patients feel less anxious if they understand where they are, 
and have a clear idea of what they are going to experience.



Selecting the artist with key stakeholders and users

Varham Muratyan was selected from a shortlist in a workshop session with senior clinical staff, 
hospital patient governors, and members of the patient advisory user group.



Selecting the artist with key stakeholders and users



Ongoing patient feedback on direction and artist selection

Selecting the artist with key stakeholders and users



Outcomes from the artist’s dialogues with clinicians and users



Outcomes from the artist’s dialogues with clinicians and users













Two parts to the organising principle.

A clearly readable environment, and clear, simple communication



Helping patients to create a positive schema.





Images of Majors interior



Co-editing information slices with staff and patients.















“The moving image piece brings a very calming feel to waiting areas and to the relatives’ 
room (where people sit having been told the worst news possible). I am sure the artwork is 

one of the reasons we are seeing reduced violence and aggression”

Dr Simon Eccles, Chief Clinical Information Officer for Health and Care, DHSC, NHSE, NHSI



A unified design

The result

Patients feel less anxious if they understand where they are, 
and have a clear idea of what they are going to experience.



Final feedback from staff & patients: very positive about interior






